Family Physicians from across North Carolina pulled together to achieve major progress in 2010. From our efforts to enhance student interest in Family Medicine, to several health policy victories, it was a productive year for the NCAFP. These successes would not have been realized without the support of our 2,900 members and our dedicated volunteer leaders.

Our most impressive accomplishment in 2010 was the progress we made towards increasing student interest in Family Medicine. Student interest is vital to the long-term success of our specialty, our Academy and to overall health care in North Carolina. Our efforts took a gigantic leap with the help of The Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina Foundation. Together, we launched a six-year, $1.8 million dollar program designed to promote Family Medicine, attract more students into the specialty and ultimately strengthen our state’s family physician workforce. The Family Medicine Interest & Scholars Program is the first of its kind nationally and is most assuredly a step in a very positive direction. The program is increasing funding to our state’s Family Medicine Interest Groups (FMIGs) to raise Family Medicine’s on-campus profile while pairing forty-eight (48) of our most promising medical students with some of our best family physicians. Attractive financial incentives for MATCHing into Family Medicine and practicing in our state are also being offered. Your Academy views this multi-pronged approach as having real potential to make a measurable impact.

Student interest wasn’t our only major endeavor. Your Academy was also heavily engaged on the legislative front lines in advocating for family physicians. I am proud to report that Family Medicine’s voice on several issues was heard loud and clear by state leaders at the N.C. General Assembly. Our specialty played an extremely important role in helping to forestall a reduction in Medicaid provider rates, among other issues. In these victories, your Academy, through partnerships with the N.C. Medical Society and other specialty societies, quickly mobilized the Family Medicine community and helped it speak with a unified voice. In the process, we conducted legislative visits, letter writing campaigns, and made phone calls to key leaders. YOU helped make this happen and contributed to our success. Thank you!

Beyond the halls of the legislature, our advocacy efforts played out in other ways, too. A fine example was the Academy’s involvement with the N.C. Institute of Medicine (NCIOM) and its numerous health policy task forces and sub-groups. Several Academy leaders (both past and present) were seated on NCIOM’s important health care reform committees. These groups are critical because they are creating the blueprints that will guide health care reform implementation in our state. Family Physicians are now well-represented in these discussions and have a strong voice in the process. Our needs and perspectives are getting heard. Now NCIOM’s key working groups (Quality, Medicaid, Health Benefits Exchange, Workforce, etc.) all have significant Family Medicine representation. Our strategy in all of this is simple: keep Family Medicine at the table so we can communicate our needs and help influence outcomes.

R.W. ‘Chip’ Watkins, MD, MPH

Closer to home in Raleigh, your Academy faced the same economic realities as many of our practices did. But I am encouraged to report that our Chapter’s financial position is as strong as ever. Key to accomplishing this was our individual members and their continued support. The Chapter saw over 97% of its members renew their memberships in 2010 -- best among large AAFP chapters -- pushing NCAFP’s total membership to a record of more than 2,900. Support and attendance at our annual meetings was also spectacular, culminating with record attendance at our December meeting in Asheville. Our members helped us achieve both of these.

These are just a sampling of our many successes this year. There are many more listed in the pages that follow. Each of these successes contributed to making Family Medicine in North Carolina stronger, more engaged, and more influential. Our message is being heard and we continue to actively work to shape the future of our specialty.

I know I speak for all of our fellow leaders and staff in expressing sincere appreciation. Without your support, none of this would have been possible. I am also especially grateful for the confidence you placed in me. It has been a tremendous honor serving you and the specialty I love.
**Executive’s Report**

**Gregory K. Griggs, MPA, CAE**

**2010: Success at All Levels**

Thanks to you, our members, the NC Academy of Family Physicians had an extremely successful year. With uncertainty in the economy and the impact of health care reform unclear, our members have stepped to the plate to support your professional association more than ever. While these have been difficult times, there are also great opportunities, and we continue to work to position family physicians at the center of our healthcare system. And here are just a few of the successes from the last calendar year.

**STUDENT INTEREST:** First and foremost, our Foundation began to implement the innovative Family Medicine Interest and Scholars Program with the generous support of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina Foundation and the NCAFP. The first 12 Scholars were selected and announced at a kick-off press conference in June. The effort brought renewed attention to the need for more primary care physicians in North Carolina, and also allowed the Academy to dialogue with senior management from BCBS NC about the concerns of family physicians in the state.

**POSITIONING MEMBERS FOR THE FUTURE:** One of the key focus areas for 2010 centered on educating members about the benefits of the Patient-Centered Medical Home recognition process through the National Committee for Quality Assurance. BCBS NC now offers certain practices significant incentives for taking steps to becoming PCMH-recognized, along with a few other requirements. In addition, due to continued financial strength, late in the year, the NCAFP Board was able to make a significant investment with a local health care law firm (Smith Anderson) to develop materials and educational programs in 2011 to prepare family physicians for the new world of Accountable Care Organizations.

**MEMBERSHIP GROWTH AND RETENTION:** The NCAFP grew by over 200 members in 2010, with most of the
growth coming from Active and Student members. Your Chapter led the nation in membership retention with nearly 97% of all Active members renewing their membership again last year. In addition, the North Carolina Chapter had one of the highest rates of Residents becoming Active members upon completion of their residency training, with 87% of North Carolina residency graduates converting to Active status compared with a national average of 71.4%.

EDUCATION: 2010 proved to be a banner year for Academy CME activities. In December, our Annual Meeting and Winter Family Physicians Weekend saw record attendance with a total of 645 registrants, the most ever for an NCAFP meeting! Both the Mid-Summer Family Physicians Digest and the Spring Family Physicians Weekend also saw strong attendance. But the traditional meetings only represented one component of a range of CME activities. In July, the Chapter partnered with the TCL Institute on an innovative live program utilizing blended learning techniques. The Chapter also continued a partnership to offer hands-on procedure training, expanding the program to take the program on the road to other Chapters.

LEADERSHIP: NCAFP leaders continued to be recognized on a national level. During 2010, Dr. Lori Heim (Moore County) served as President of the American Academy of Family Physicians; Dr. Conrad Flick (Wake County) served as Chair-elect of the American Board of Family Medicine; Dr. Tom Koinis (Granville County) served as Chair of the AAFP Commission on Health of the Public and Science; Dr. Karen Smith (Hoke County) served as Chair of the AAFP Commission on Quality and Practice; Dr. Viviana Martinez-Bianchi (Durham County) was selected to chair the AAFP Commission on Members and Member Services; Dr. Robert L. (Chuck) Rich, Jr., (Bladen County) was appointed to the AAFP Commission on Health of the Public and Science; Nailah Adams (a Duke Medical Student) was appointed to the Family Medicine Interest Group regional coordinator for the southeast region for AAFP; Dr. Meshia Todd Waleh (a Duke Resident and NCAFP Resident Board Member) was elected as a resident alternate delegate to the AAFP Congress of Delegates; and Dr. Gary Levine (Residency Director at Brody School of Medicine/ECU) received AAFP’s Exemplary Teaching Award. In addition, on the state level, Dr. John Mangum (Lee County) was elected president of the N.C. Medical Society. North Carolina’s family physicians continue to lead the way.

ADVOCACY AND OUTREACH: The NCAFP remained more active than ever in its Advocacy efforts. For example, the Academy’s Political Action Committee (FAMPAC) contributed more to candidates in 2010 than during any other election year, but we need to do even more. Medicaid rates and Community Care of North Carolina continue to be threatened by the fiscal crisis the state faces. As a result, we must remain diligent in our efforts. The NCAFP also continues to ensure that Family Medicine has a voice at the table during many policy discussions. From the NC Institute of Medicine’s task forces on healthcare reform implementation to the Medicaid program’s Physician Advisory Group, to the committees deciding on how to develop a Health Information Exchange for the state, family physician leaders serve as your voice on key working groups that will have a tremendous influence on how healthcare will be carried out in the state. To provide just one example, without NCAFP’s voice at the table, numerous proposals on how patients can opt-in or out of the state’s Health Information Exchange would have proven extremely onerous for the state’s family physicians, including one proposal that would have required primary care physicians to notify all patients in writing by first-class mail on how to opt-in or out of the Health Information Exchange. Fortunately, with the voice of Family Medicine at the table, the implementation problems of many of these proposals were seen and more practical methods developed. Many of these discussions are continuing in 2011, but the NCAFP will continue to be at the table every chance we have.

- Wrote a joint article with the NC Pediatric Society on some of the elements of healthcare reform that ultimately appeared in the NC Medical Journal.
- Sponsored the NC Medical Society’s inauguration of family physician Dr. John Mangum as 2010-11 NCMS President.
- Approved support of Dr. Al Osbahr’s candidacy for the AMA Board of Trustees in 2011.
- Approved inviting BCBSNC CEO Brad Wilson to speak at the NCAFP Annual Meeting.
Chapter Honors & Awards

2010 N.C. Family Physician of the Year

Jesse C. Pittard, MD, FAAFP
Smithfield, North Carolina

Personalized, easy-to-access health care built on long-lasting, personal relationships. This is the core philosophy of Dr. Jesse C. Pittard, a Family Physician from Smithfield, N.C., and the Academy’s 2010 Family Physician of the Year. Dr. Pittard founded Horizon Family Medicine in 1980 (formerly Smithfield Family Medicine) and has grown the practice to include 12 physicians, 50 staff members and 4 clinic sites: Smithfield, Clayton, Four Oaks, and Princeton, N.C. Throughout his career, Dr. Pittard has been one of Johnston County’s leading advocates and providers of high quality family medicine and primary care. While serving his patients and developing Horizon Family Medicine, Dr. Pittard has also been active in volunteer leadership with the Johnston County Medical Society and the Johnston Medical Center, Johnston County’s primary hospital. Dr. Pittard has also been engaged in his local community by serving his local high school’s athletics department, raising funds for a number of civic causes, and is even a founding member of ‘The Vintage Accents,’ a multi-piece community ensemble. Dr. Pittard obtained his undergraduate degree from Duke University in 1973, attended medical school at UNC-Chapel Hill, and completed his residency training at Wake Forest University in 1980. He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Family Physicians, serves as a family medicine preceptor to medical students from all state-based medical schools, and is a member of the Coalition for the Advancement of Cardiovascular Health. Dr. Pittard resides in Smithfield with his wife of 36-years, Cynthia, and has two grown children, Jonathan and Bradley.

2010 Outstanding Family Medicine Residents

Cabarrus Family Medicine Residency
Camp LeJeune Family Medicine Residency
Carolinas Family Medicine Residency at Charlotte
Carolinas Family Medicine Residency at Union
Duke University Family Medicine Residency
East Carolina University Family Medicine Residency
MAHEC Family Medicine Residency at Asheville
MAHEC Family Medicine Residency at Hendersonville
Moses Cone Family Medicine Residency
New Hanover Family Medicine Residency
Southern Regional Family Medicine Residency
UNC Chapel Hill Family Medicine Residency
Wake Forest University Family Medicine Residency
WOMACK Family Medicine Residency

Laci Jamison, MD
Stephanie Elenbaum, MD
Krishna Desai, MD
Chara Freeman, MD
Megan Adamson, MD
Laura Zimmerman, MD
Jennifer Fernandez, MD
Daniel Yoder, MD
Terry Everhart, MD
Heather Merlo, MD
Kori Hagerty, MD
Elizabeth Meza, MD
David Shelburne, MD
Chase Grames, DO

2010 Community Teaching Awardees

East Carolina University
Duke University
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Wake Forest University

Lara K. Surles, MD
Mazen Hamad, MD
Mohan Murali Chilukuri, MD
Scott L. Vogler, MD

2010 Family Medicine Interest Group Faculty Advisors

East Carolina University
Duke University
Wake Forest University
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Susan Schmidt, MD
Nancy Weigle, MD
C. Randall Clinch, DO
Thomas Koonce, MD and
Kelly Bossenbroek-Fedoriw, MD

AAFP Recognitions

Resident Membership – NCAFP achieved 100% Resident Membership for the sixth consecutive year.

AAFP Exemplary Teaching Award

Gary I. Levine, MD
East Carolina University

AAFP Family Physician of the Year National Finalist

Charles W. Rhodes, MD
Mt. Pleasant, NC

AAFP Degrees of Fellow Designees

Mark D. Andrews, MD
Judy D. Bremnor, MD
Viviana Martinez-Bianchi, MD
Devlutta G. Sangvai, MD, MBA
Scott L. Vogler, MD
Financial Summary

The following represents the 2010 year-end financial summary for the NCAFP Academy.

This Summary is only a part of the complete financial statements examined by Thomas, Judy & Tucker, P.A., Certified Public Accountants. The complete Financial Statements are available to any member of the North Carolina Academy of Family Physicians, Inc. upon request at the NCAFP headquarters.
Meetings & Professional Development

The Chapter produced seven educational programs in 2010. 55.25 of our Prescribed Credits conformed to AAFP’s criteria for evidence-based continuing medical education. The following summarizes each educational program produced by the NCAFP:

2010 Educational Sponsors

AAFP • Allergan • Amgen • Astra Zeneca
California Academy of Family Physicians • Chapter Direct
DWA Healthcare Communications Group • Eli Lilly
Ellman International • Endo Pharmaceuticals
France Foundation/University of Nebraska Medical Center
Genova Diagnostics • Georgia Academy of Family Physicians
NC Governor’s Institute on Alcohol & Substance Abuse
Janssen, Division of Ortho-McNeil-Janssen Pharma, Inc.
Merck & Co. • New Jersey Academy of Family Physicians
NC Comprehensive Cancer Program / NC Lung Cancer Partnership
Outcome Management Educational Workshops, Inc. • Pfizer
Pricara, Division of Ortho-McNeil-Janssen Pharma, Inc.
Primary Care Education Consortium • Prostate Cancer Coalition of NC
Purdue Pharma L.P. • Sanofi Aventis • Sanofi Pasteur
Stanly Regional Medical Center • Syneron/Candela
Southwest United Dairy Industry Association
Texas Academy of Family Physicians / TCL Institute

2010 Educational Partners

The NC Health & Wellness Trust Fund Commission
Mag Mutual Insurance Company
The North Carolina ICARE Partnership
NCAFP/F Health Disparities Initiative
Medical Mutual Insurance Company

Frontline Supporters

Gebauer Company

Spring Family Physicians Weekend – Williamsburg, VA
Sara O. Beyer, MD, Program Chair
Credits: 27 (11 Evidence-Based)
147 Registrations

Midsummer Family Medicine Digest – Myrtle Beach, SC
Timothy J. McGrath, MD, MBA, Program Chair
Credits: 50 (19.5 Evidence-Based)
247 Registrations

Winter Family Physicians Weekend – Asheville, NC
Michelle F. Jones, MD, Program Chair
Credits: 51.25 (20.25 Evidence-Based)
645 Registrations

NCAFP Leadership Retreat – Raleigh, NC
R.W. ‘Chip’ Watkins, MD, MPH, FAAFP, Program Chair
49 Registrations

Valuable Hand-On Procedures – Skin Biopsies & Joint Injection Procedures
James McNabb, MD and Thomas Zuber, MD, Program Chairs
Credits: 3 (1.5 Evidence-Based)
Online CME Program

Mastering Valuable Hands on Procedures – AFP Chapter Series (NC, GA, OH, NY, VA, PA)
James McNabb, MD, Program Chair
Credits: 9 (3 Evidence-Based)
40 Registrations per chapter

What Every Family Physician Should Know About Cancer
Author: Amy Denham, MD
Credits: 1.5
Online CME Program
**FAMPAC Contributions**

FAMPAC - the Academy’s political action committee for Family Medicine - raised $5,833.03 from contributions by 39 members in 2010. The Committee made contributions to 18 candidates totaling $21,750. The ending balance in the committee’s account as of December 31, 2010 was $1,304.35. The following members made contributions:

- Nalini Baijnath, MD
- Sara B. Beyer, MD
- Holly R. Biola, MD
- Rhett L.R. Brown, MD
- C. Franklin Church, MD
- William A. Dennis, MD
- Shannon Dowler, MD
- Brian R. Forrest, MD
- Gregory K. Griggs, MPA, CAE
- Robert E. Gwyther, MD
- James H. Hawkins Jr, MD
- Enrico Jones, MD
- Victoria S. Kaprielian, MD
- John J. Kelly, MD
- Scott E. Konopka, MD
- Janet L. Lehr, MD
- Richard Lord, MD
- Kathryn Lynch, MD
- John Mangum, MD
- William G. Martin, III, MD
- Timothy McGrath, MD
- James W. McNabb, MD
- Jennifer L. Mullendore, MD
- Maureen E. Murphy, MD
- John D. Nelson, MD
- Warren Newton, MD
- Charles W. Rhodes, MD
- Robert L. Rich Jr, MD
- David Rinehart, MD
- J. Carson Rounds, MD
- Nicole Shields, MD
- Jessica M. Sloan, MD
- Christopher Snyder, MD
- R. Kevin Talton, MD
- Meisha Q. Todd, MD
- M. E. Watkins, MD
- David A. Wells, MD
- Thomas R. White, MD
- Susan K. Ziglar, MD

**2010 NCAFP FOUNDATION REPORT**

**Operational Summary**

The Foundation ended 2010 with $1,903,202 in total assets, including a net operating surplus of $189,891. Grant revenue was $259,485 and total revenues for the year were $537,249.

**Contributions**

- Contributions from Member Dues: 24,720
- Individual Contributions: 10,183
- Corporate Contributions: 7,000
- NCAFP Contributions to Student Endowment Fund: 47,602
- Silent Auction Contributions: 11,604
- NCAFP Contribution to Family Medicine Interest & Scholars Program: 100,000

**Grant Funded Projects**

- HWTFC - Health Disparities Initiative: 122,989
- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of N.C. Foundation (FM Interest & Scholars Program): 119,070

**2010 Corporate Membership Program** – The following organizations contributed at least $1,000 to the Foundation and were named Corporate Members for 2010:

- Mag Mutual Insurance Company
- Medical Mutual Insurance Group
- N.C. Academy of Family Physicians, Inc.
- Rudy Snow Company

**Medical Student Endowment Fund and Family Medicine Interest & Scholars Fund** - The Student Endowment now totals $719,660. The Academy contributed $47,602 to this fund in 2010. In addition, the Foundation’s new Family Medicine Interest & Scholars Fund received a contribution from the Academy of $100,000.

**The Annual Foundation Silent Auction** – This event generated revenue of $16,556, with expenses of $7,863, for a net gain to the Foundation of $8,693.
Foundation Activities & Initiatives

Family Medicine Interest Groups – The Foundation supported all interest groups with funding and staff support. Financial support to the four state FMIIs totaled $3,200.00. An additional $10,000.00 was provided by the Family Medicine Interest and Scholars Program to support student attendance at the NCAFP Annual meeting in Asheville.

Family Medicine Externship Program – A total of 6 students participated in a summer Family Medicine educational experience for a total investment of $4,000.00. NCAFP/F was able to secure grants from the AAFP Philanthropic Consortium of $1,250.00 to offset program expenses.

Family Medicine Interest & Scholars Program – 12 students were selected for the Scholars aspect of this program. Their first clinical experience was for 4-weeks during the summer of 2010. Total stipends awarded to students and preceptors for this experience was $45,000. Student Scholars selected from the class of 2013 include:

Corrie A. Burke (UNC)  Ashley B. Hink (ECU)  Brian E. Moore (UNC)
Hannah M. Fuhr (ECU)  Kathryn V. Lawrence (WFU)  Brian P. Sanders (WFU)
Kelley E. Haven (ECU)  Holly C. Love (ECU)  Daniel J. White (UNC)
Samantha Heuertz (UNC)  William Martin (UNC)  Patrick S. Williams (ECU)

NCAFP/Student Scholarship/Loan Program – The following five students were awarded scholarships in the amount of $2,000.00.

Vanessa Everett (ECU)  Mayra Galeano-Overstreet (UNC)  Jonathan Wells (UNC)
Ellen Perkins (Duke)  Beth-Erin Springer (UNC)

North Carolina Tar Wars Program – Tar Wars is a tobacco education program that builds awareness of the short-term effects of smoking. The program was presented at 25 schools, reaching over 3,000 fourth- and fifth-graders. Krysti Maines of Sparta, N.C., was selected as the 2010 state Tar Wars Poster Contest winner. Krysti received third place at the National Poster Contest that was held in Washington, DC.

North Carolina Health Disparities Initiative – The NCAFP Foundation received funding from the N.C. Health and Wellness Trust Fund Commission in 2009 for Phase II of the Health Disparities Initiative. The goal of the project is to improve cultural competency among healthcare providers in North Carolina. The project embeds education and trainings into already existing meetings though the NCAFP and other medical specialty organizations. An online educational program is utilized to reach the healthcare providers at their convenience. Lastly, the project provides intensive, practice-based training initiatives locally at three sites per year.

2010 NCAFP Foundation Contributions

NCAFP members and supporters of the Chapter and specialty are encouraged to make gifts of on-going significance or annual contributions to the NCAFP Foundation. The following individuals contributed in 2010:

| Mark S. Abel, MD | Rhett L. Brown, MD | Nicola Fynn, MD | Enrico G. Jones, MD | James W. McNabb, MD |
| Robert S. Adams, MD | Brent A. Burnett, MD | John & Jane Gehring | James G. Jones, MD | Paul F. Meyer, MD |
| Francis C. Aniekeweni, MD | Chris Campbell, DO | Reene G. Goodison-Offilivrette, DO | Michelle F. Jones, MD | Lloyd Michener, MD |
| Woody & Adria Appleby | Lisa A. Cassidy-Vu, MD | Melissa E. Griffin, DO | Victoria S. Kaprielian, MD | Stephen L. Moore, III, MD |
| Kathryn Askinson | Joseph A. Cofalu, MD | Gregory K. Griggs, MPA, CAE | Jim Kay | Jennifer L. Mollendorf, MD |
| Johnny W. Baqwull, MD | C. Franklin Church, MD | Michael Gross, MD | Christina M. Keiger, MD | Maureen Murphy, MD |
| Nahil S. Bajquth, MD | Sandra C. Clark, MD | Robert E. Guyther, MD | Tomas F. Koons, MD | Sally Neises |
| Charles E. Baker, MD | Michael L. Coates, MD, MS | Wayne A. Hale, MD | Eugenie M. Kornives, MD | J. Thomas Newton, MD |
| Jennifer Belham | Jason R. Connolly, MD | David H. Hall, MD | Scott E. Konopka, MD | Warren P. Newton, MD, MPH |
| Janalynn F. Beste, MD | Charles Cooley, MD | Douglas I. Hammer, MD | Henry B. Kornegay, Sr., MD | David Nguyen, MD |
| Tracey D. Beverley, MD | Jenni and Jamie Danai | Brent A. Hazlett, MPA | Walt Larimore, MD | Jesse C. Pittard, MD |
| Sara O. Beyer, MD | Carlos De la Garza, MD | Tracey L. Hazlett | Frank W. Leak, Sr., MD | Gina M. H. Pittard |
| Marc D. Bingham, MD | William A. Dennis, MD | Jim and Lori Heims, MD | Daniel S. Lewis, MD | Gus D. Price, MD |
| Holly B. Bieola, MD, MPH | Shannon B. Dowler, MD | Jon Heim | Richard Lord Jr, MD | Hector Romero, MD |
| Ivy Blair | Marleen Draywick | Melissa M. Hicks, MD | Jean Lord | Charles W. Rhodes, MD |
| Moti P. Blair, IV, MD | Marietta Ellis | James R. Hodges, MD | Sabine M. Maas, MD | Robert L. Rich, Jr, MD |
| Sandra Bohnshtengel, MD | Robert N. Falge, MD | Jeffery D. Hoffman, MD | Mark D. Robinson, MD | Carl M. Rish, MD |
| Sonya N. Bohon, MD | David P. Fieseler, MD | Dimitrios P. Foisalelos, MD | Judy Mann | Richard Lord Jr, MD |
| Betty R. Bradley, MD, | Conrad L. Flick, MD | Laura K. House, MD | A. Thomas May, III, MD | J. Carson Round, MD |
| Robert M. Brashear, MD | Brian R. Forrest, MD | Janice E. Huff, MD | Robert H. McCorvilles, Jr, MD | Maggie Sauer |
| Adrienne Brooks | Verna S. Fransco, PA-C | Thomas L. Jeffries, MD | Timothy J. McGrath, MBA | George L. Saunders, III, MD |
| Connie Brooks-Fernandez, MD | Francis Franco | Kevin E. Johnson, MD | Roger McKinney | Sharon Shrocco, MD |
| | | | | Thomas M. Shellburne, MD |
| | | | | Nadine B. Skinner, MD |
| | | | | Christopher Snyder, III, MD |
| | | | | Jack C. Spina, DO |
| | | | | Acquawon jo Stallworth, MD |
| | | | | Beat D. Steiner, MD |
| | | | | E. Henry P. Wade, MD |
| | | | | Jennifer R. Turnbull, MD |
| | | | | R. Kevin Talm, MD |
| | | | | David D. Tapper, MD |
| | | | | Robert G. Townsend, Jr |
| | | | | Jennifer R. Turnbull, MD |
| | | | | E. Henry P. Wach, MD |
| | | | | R. W. Watkins, MD, MPH |
| | | | | Thomas R. White, MD |
| | | | | Esteva C. Wilson, MD |
| | | | | Jerald L. Winter, MD |
| | | | | Joyce C. wynns |